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Based on geo logi cal field mapping, analyses o f cores from explanatory boreholes, and foram iniferal age control data, we 
have differentiated four types o f mélanges and broken formations at the border i ng zone between the Magura and Silesian 
nappes (Gorlice area in the Poli sh Outer Carpathians). These mélanges and broken formations differ in composition and 
structure due to different settings and processes o f their formation. Several levels of broken formations within the uppermost 
part o f the Krosno Beds were formed as mass-transport deposits at the southern slope of the Silesian Basin. They may re­
cord tectonic pulses rei ated to advanci ng accretionary wedge within Magura area and directly predate the stage o f the 
larger-scale sedimentary mélange formation at the front o f the wedge. This mélange is composed mainly o f the material rep­
resenting the Magura succession (Siary Subunit) and the Krosno type sediments o f the Silesian succession. It w asem placed 
within the Silesian Basin in the Early Miocene time. The so-called “ Harklowa peninsula” , whose geological structure has 
been the subject of discussions and various interpretations in the past years, is built o f this type of mélange. The other recog­
nized type of broken formation and mélange represents the chaotic bodies of tectonic origin formed at the base o f the Magura 
Nappe.The results o f our studi es conf ribute to better understandi ng o f the structural evoi u  ion of th is part o f the Outer 
Carpathians.
Key words: tectonic and sedi meniary mélange, broken formation, accretionary wedge, Outer Carpathians, foraminifera, 
Early Miocene.
INTRODUCTION
Chaotic rock bodies characterized by disorganized internal 
structore and named most commonly as mélange or olisto- 
strome have been the subi ect of many stud i es. Several other 
terms, such as wildflysch (e.g., Bird, 1969; Behr et al., 1982), 
megabreccias (e.g., Di Stefano et al., 1996; Bosellini, 1998), 
broken formation (e.g., Hsü, 1968; Codegone et al., 2011), 
argille scagliose (e.g., Ogniben, 1953; De Libero, 1998; Pini et 
al., 2004), tectonosomes (Pini, 1999) or mud volcanoes 
(Camerlenghi and Pini, 2009) have been used to desi gnate 
chaotic depos its. These var i ous terms refer to depos its that lie 
within a continuum ranging from stratigraphically coherent units 
(formations) to chaotic (fragmented and mixed) masses of 
rocks lacking stratal continuity and containing exotic blocks 
(Raymond, 1984). The final stage of the continuum is charac­
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terized by the block-in-matrix fabric which means that a variety 
of blocks of different sizes, lithologies, and ages are randomly 
distributed in a muddy-sandy matrix. The intermediate stage 
beiween formation and block-in-matoix rock is represented by 
disrupted units in which the primary strata sequence can be still 
rec og nized.
Since the widespread use of the terms mélange and olisto- 
strome (Bailey and McCallien, 1950, 1953; Hsü, 1968, 1974), 
their definition and the origin (tectonic vs sedimentary) have 
been a subject of debate. Over decades, knowledge on chaotic 
deposits has been summarized in several publications, and 
many classifications or definitions have been provided (e.g., Sil­
ver and Beutner, 1980; Raymond, 1984; Cowan, 1985; Sengor, 
2003; Festa et al., 2010a, b, 2012; Wakabayashi, 2011). Festa 
et al. (2010a, b, 2012) presented a very broad overview of the 
mélange concept and give a redefinition and new classification 
of mélanges and re i ated rock units. In our paper we fol i ow the 
definitions presented by Festa et al. (2012). These authors ar­
gue that the term mélange should be used only in a descriptive 
mean i ng as suggested by Berkland et al. (1972), Silver and 
Beutner (1980), Raymond (1984), Cowan (1985), Waka­
bayashi (2011) or Wakabayashi and Dilek (2011), instead of ge­
netic defi nrt ions such as those of Hsü (1968), Cowan (1974), 
Gansser (1974) or Sengor (2003) that restricted the term only to
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chaotic rocks orig l nated by tectonic strain. Mélange, therefore, 
is a body of internally dis rupted and mixed blocks of different 
rocks embedded in a pervasively deformed matrix, a body that 
is mappable at 1:25,000 or smaller scale. Blocks contained in 
mélange have twofold nature: primary when they are de rived 
from the same stratigraphic units as that of the matrix or exotic 
when they represent different units and/or depositional environ­
ments. The nature of the blocks is a distinguish l ng feature be­
tween mélange and a broken formation (also “type I mélanges” 
according to Lash, 1987 or “tectonosomes” by Pini, 1999). The 
latter (sensu Hsü, 1968) is defined as a chaotic rock body in 
which the blocks and matrix are of the same origin. Such defini­
tions of mélange and broken formation do not imply any pro­
cess of their orl gin, i.e. tectonic or sedimentary.
It is widely accepted that one, or a combination, of the fol­
lowing processes lead to stratal disruption and to mixing of orig­
inally coherent rock sequences, i.e. tectonic deformation, sedi­
mentary transport and deposition as well as shale diapirism:
-  tectonic mechanisms such as faulting, folding, shearing or 
thrusting can form mélanges at great depths as well as near the 
surface and the style and degree of rock deforma! ons are 
strongly re l ated to the depth (e.g., Festa et al., 2012). Brittle or 
semi-brittle deformation becomes gradually replaced down­
ward by ductile deformations. Generally, tectonic mélanges dis­
play several structures characteristic of other rocks developed 
in fault or shear zones (Needham and Mackenzie, 1988), e.g. at 
shal l ow structural levels commonly pinch-and-swell and boudi­
nage struclures are formed in sandstones and scaly fab rc  in 
claystone/mudstone layers, while mélanges originating in shear 
zones contain mostly lozenge- to sigmoidal-shaped blocks;
-  sedimentary mass transport processes are considered to 
be more efficient for stratal disruption at shal l ow structural lev­
els than tecton ics (Fesla et al., 2012). Mixl ng of rocks results 
from gravlty driven transport in slumps, slides or debris flows. 
Sed l mentery processes produce a broad spectrum of chaotic 
rocks, rang l ng from folded and boudinaged rock sequences, 
which partly retain the orig l nal succession, to completely dis l n- 
tegrated and mixed masses, i.e. block-in-matrix rocks (Ogata et 
al., 2012);
-  mud or shale diapirism is caused by fluid overpressure 
that leads to the ris l ng of mostly muddy material from depth to­
wards the sea-floor. By intrud l ng the overlyl ng and underlyl ng 
rocks the material forms a diapiric body or mud volcanoes, of­
ten with characteristic structure, e.g. well-developed scaly fab­
ric at the diapir boundaries and poorly developed foliation in the 
cenlre of the diapiric mélange (Barber and Brown, 1988; Or­
ange, 1990; Kopf, 2002; Camerlenghi and Pini, 2009).
De pos its clas si fied as slumps, olistostromes or debris flow 
sed i ments have been recorded from the Carpathians by sev­
eral authors (e.g., Książkiewicz, 1958; Ślączka, 1961; Ślączka 
and Wieser, 1962; Cieszkowski et al., 1987; Oszczypko and 
Ślączka, 1987; Cieszkowski and Polak, 1998; Słomka, 2001; 
Strzeboński, 2005) but they occurred on a small scale, usually 
as one or a few layers, form l ng interbeddings within the “nor­
mal” turbid ite succession. In the sixties and seventies a few pa­
pers were published in which rock bodies of considerable sizes, 
fulfilling the mélange definition, were described (Jasionowicz 
and Szymakowska, 1963; Szymakowska, 1976; Sikora and 
Szymakowska, 1977; Połtowicz, 1978). More systematic stud­
ies focused on chaotic rocks have been performed durl ng the 
last 15 years (Jankowski, 1997a, 2000, 2007; Cieszkowski et 
al., 2009, 2012; Ślączka et al., 2012).
This paper concerns the chaotic depos lts in the Gorlice re­
gion that were previously recognized by Jankowski (1997a, 
2000, 2007) and whose origin and geological character were 
varl ously interpreted (see be l ow). Due to generally small and
poorly exposed outcrops in the Outer Carpathians, the identifi­
cation of chaotic rock bod i es is quite difficult. Duri ng our map­
ping work, which besides standard field study of outcrops in­
cluded also drill i ng of a series of shal i ow exploratory boreholes 
within poorly exposed areas, comprehensive data were col­
lected. The field mate rial together with very deteiled microi 
palaeontological analyses allow forthe differentiation of several 
types of mélanges and broken formations. Recognition of the 
processes of mélange formation and identification of their posi­
tion within an accretionary wedge are highly important to in­
crease our understand i ng of the evo i uti onary history of the 
Carpathians.
REGIONAL SETTING AND HISTORICAL 
BACKGROUND
The study area is situated in the cent ral part of the Pol i sh 
Outer Carpathians that belong to the Carpathian Mountain sys­
tem, stretching in a form of the 1300 km long arc. Together with 
the Alps in the south-west and the Dinarides in the south-east, 
the Carpathians form an orogenic belt surround ing the 
Pannonian Basin. The Carpathians are divided into two zones: 
the Inner and Outer Carpathians (Książkiewicz, 1977). The lat­
ter developed from the southern margin of the Northern Euro­
pean Plate (Sikora, 1976). The dis i ntegration of the passive 
margin of this plate led to the development of the basin system 
in the Middle/Late Jurassic (e.g., Oszczypko, 2004, 2006). This 
was fol i owed by subduction of the European Plate margins be­
low the advancing Inner Carpathians and as a result of tectonic 
off-scrap i ng an accretionary wedge was developed from the 
sediment infill of the Outer Carpathian basins. Folding of the 
Outer Carpathians was initiated at the end of the Paleocene at 
their inner parts and was completed duri ng the Early Burdi- 
galian (e.g., Nemcok et al., 2006a, b; Oszczypko, 2006). During 
Early and Middle Miocene the Carpathian Foredeep developed 
in front of the advanc i ng Carpathian orogenic wedge (Oszczy­
pko, 1998; Oszczypko et al., 2006).
The Outer Carpathian fold-and-thrust belt consists of sev­
eral nappes (units) sheared off from the basement. These 
nappes are thrust upon each other, and are overthrust towards 
the north onto the Miocene Foredeep and its pre-Miocene plat­
form basement. In the Pol i sh Outer Carpathians three main 
groups of nappes are traditionally distinguished (Książkiewicz, 
1977; Oszczypko, 2006). The Magura group in the south (Late 
Oligocene/Early Miocene accretionary wedge) is the innermost 
and largest tectonic unit of the Western Carpathians 
(Oszczypko, 1992). It is flatly overthrust onto the middle group 
(Early/Middle Miocene accretionary wedge) which consists of 
several units: the Fore-Magura-Dukla group, Silesian, Sub- 
Silesian and Skole units. The Marginal Group includes folded 
Miocene rocks (Fig. 1). It is generally accepted that the sed i ~ 
mentary succession of each tectonic unit was formed in sepa­
rate sedimentary basins.
The area of our studies comprises both the marginal part of 
the Magura Nappe, be long i ng to the so-called Siary Subunit 
and the most southern part of the Silesian Nappe represented 
by the Gorlice Fold structure. In the area of our studies the Siary 
Subunit includes rocks rang i ng in age from the Upper Cretei 
ceous (Ropianka Formation) to Lower-Middle Eocene (Łabowa 
Formation), whereas the Lower Oligocene sandstones of the 
Magura Beds occur only as blocks within chaotic depos its (Fig. 
2). The Gorlice Fold is built of rocks representing the upper part 
of the Silesian succession (Fig. 2)with the Lower Istebna Beds 
(Upper Cretaceous) exposed in the hinge of the fold. The south­
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Fig. 1. Tectonic sketch of the Polish Outer Carpathians (after Żytko et al., 1989, m odified) 
with the studied area marked with a blue rectangle
The sketch shows the most common view accordi ng to which the Łużna and Harklowa peninsulas 
and the outliers (marked with stripes), ly i ng north o f them, bei ong to the Magura Nappe
ern limb is built of successively younger formations up to the 
Oligocene Krosno Beds, while the northern limb is completely 
reduced and the fold is sliced to the north.
Several different opinions have appeared on the geology of 
the stud i ed area since 1930-ties. Accord i ng to one of the most 
common views (Figs. 1 and 3A) the Magura Nappe forms two 
narrow tongues, proirud i ng to the north, traditi onally named 
“Łużna and Harklowa peninsulas”. Moreover, on the extension 
of the “Harklowa peninsula” several so-called outliers occur. 
They represent the northernmost remnants of the Magura 
Nappe cover, i.e. tectonic is i ands, which were preserved from 
erosion due to their emplacement within the synclinal zones of 
the Silesian Unit. Such an explanation was proposed by Pazdro 
(1934) and Świdziński (1934). Addrt ionally, the first a u  hor in­
cluded the peninsulas and outliers into another distinguished 
zone (the Harklowa zone) in order to emphasise their facial indi­
vidual ity from the more southern Magura zone, i.e. the Siary 
Subunit (Świdziński, 1953, 1958). This concept was subse­
quently visual ized in the Detailed Geo i og i cal Map of Po i and, in 
1:50,000 scale, edited by the Geological Institute (Gorlice sheet 
-  Sikora, 1964; Rzepiennik sheet -  Koszarski, 1966-1967; 
Jasło sheet -  Koszarski and Żytko, 1966-1967; Osiek sheet -  
Koszarski and Tokarski, 1965-1967) and this view became 
commonly accepted in the Carpathian literature, applied in geo­
log i cal maps or general sketches (e.g., Książkiewicz, 1962; 
Żytko et al., 1989; Nescieruk et al., 1995-1996; Oszczypko et 
al., 2005; Zuchiewicz and Oszczypko, 2008).
This area had been the subject of earlier studies by 
Tołwiński (1921) who included it into a new unit so called “Jasło 
Nappe”, lying on the Silesian Nappe and covered by the 
Magura succession. This idea was subsequently developed by 
Koszarski and Koszarski (1985) and Koszarski (1999). Accord­
ing to these authors the Jasło Nappe represents a continuous 
flysch succession of the Paleogene to Lower Miocene deposits. 
The lithostratigraphic sequence displays some similarities to 
both the Siary Subunit (Magura Nappe) as well as to the more
northern units -  the Grybów and Dukla ones. The similarities of 
the Paleocene and Eocene depos its to those of the Siary Sub­
unit is additionally emphasised by the same palaeotransport di­
rections (i.e. from the north). This situation changed in the Early 
Oligocene when the Jasło zone was iso i ated from the Siary 
zone due to development of “the Fore-Magura upheaval” 
(sensu Koszarski, 1999) and connected with Fore-Magura fa­
cial zone. Sedimentary succession of the Jasło Nappe includes 
several olistostrome levels within the Late Eocene-Oligocene 
interval. During the orogeny phase the Jasło zone was thrust to­
gether with the Magura Nappe to the north onto the Silesian 
Unit. This view was adopted by Oszczypko et al. (2008) and 
Żelaźniewicz et al. (2011) in their proposal of tectonic regionali­
zation of Pol and.
Jasionowicz and Szymakowska (1963) presented convinc­
ing evi dence that the outi iers were displaced into their present 
position as a consequence of gravitational slides of rock 
masses detached at the front of the overthrusting Magura 
Nappe. This took place duri ng the final phase of the Krosno fa­
cies sedimentation in the Silesian Basin. Transversal depres­
sion within the Silesian Basin enabled the Magura Nappe to en­
ter the basin form i ng a pen i nsula. Subsequently, the pen i nsula 
became a source of material, from which blocks of the Magura 
rocks were detached, slid along slopes, and came to rest within 
the Silesian Basin. The material finally was preserved as out i i- 
ers. The above-mentioned authors suggested that the ori gin of 
outliers was similar to the argille scagliose of the Apennine 
Mountains. However, Szymakowska (1966) changed herview 
and stated that the outi iers both from a lithostratigraphic and 
tectonic point of view be i onged to the Fore-Magura Zone, thus 
their current character and position was a result of tectonics and 
not a sedimentary process. Then Szymakowska (1976; Sikora 
and Szymakowska, 1977) again advocated for the sedimentary 
origin of the outliers defining them as olistostromes formed un­
der marine conditions as a result of slid i ng of rock masses and 
subsequent transportation in mud gravel flows. An Early Mio­
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chaotic muddy conglomerates
'.y. -y[- mainly thick bedded,
coarse grained sandstones
mainly thick bedded sandstones 
‘ " J and conglomerate
■•S'. f '. -y jjr : .  with thin shale intercalations
medium to thick bedded sandstones 
with thin shale intercalations
thin to medium bedded sandstones 
and shales
thin bedded shales and sandstones
dark grey and grey shales
with intercalations of thin sandstones
variegated shales 
(red, green to grey)
black shales and brown mads
marly shales
creamy marls
Fig. 2. Lithostratigraphic scheme and facies of the northern part 
of the Magura succession, i.e. Siary Subunit (left), and the Silesian succession (right)
Magura succession: ZB -  Zembrzyce Beds/Sub-Magura Beds/Szymbark Shales; Silesian succession: VSh + CSs -  Var­
iegated Shales and Ciężkowice Sandstones, HrB -  Hieroglyphic Beds, GM -  Globigerina Marls, MB + MS -  Menilite Beds 
and Magdalena Sandstones; based on field studies supplemented by biostratigraphical data presented by Malata (1981), 
Kopciowski and Garecka (1996), Oszczypko-Clowes (2001), Gedl and Leszczyński (2005)
cene (Helvetian) age of the olistostromes was recorded in sev­
eral samples (Szymakowska, 1976). Despite the above inler- 
pretations, in the Jasło sheet of the Detailed Geological Map of 
Po l and in 1:50,000 scale co-authored by Szymakowska 
(Wójcik et al., 1992) the out l iers are presented as remnants of 
the Magura Nappe, thus imply i ng their tectonic orl gin.
More recently, Jankowski (1997a, b, 2000, 2007) pro posed 
another explanation. His mapping works within the “Łużna and 
Harklowa pen l nsu l as” led him to the conclusion that they are 
built of chaotic complex of block-in-matrix type and distin­
guished them as a separate formation called the Gorlice Beds 
(Jankowski, 1997a, b; Kopciowski et al., 1997a, b). These beds
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Fig. 3. Simplified tectonic sketches showing three different interpretations of geology
of the studied area
A -  Łużna and Harklowa areas as tectonic peninsulas o f the Magura Nappe (based on Detailed Geol ogical 
Map o f Poland, for references see the text); B -p e n in su la s  as separate tectonic unit, i.e. Jasło Nappe (based 
on Koszarski, 2001); C -  peni nsu I as as chaotic complexes within the Silesian succession (based on 
Jankowski, 2007)
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Fig. 4. Schematic sketch showing sections outcropped along 
the Siary Stream (vertically not to scale)
A -  Upper Krosno Beds with Jasło Limestones (Fig. 5); B -  boundary between coherent layers of 
Krosno shales and the first interval o f BrFm l (Fig. 6A, B); C -  chaotic internal structure o f BrFml 
(Fig. 6 C -F ); D -  boundary between regularly bedded Krosno shales and the upper interval of 
BrFm l (Fig. 6G); E -  mélange (Me1) composed o f rocks belonging to Ropianka and Łabowa for­
mations Me1 (Fig. 7A, C)
Fig. 5A -  sequence of thin-bedded shales rarely intercalated by thin layers of sandstones, representing  
the uppermost part of Krosno Beds (Siary Stream); B -  layers of Jasło Limestones horizon
emphasised by plant detritus. The thickness of layers ranges 
from a few to 30 cm. The sandstones are represented by thin 
and very thin beds, usually of a thickness smaller than the ac­
companying shales. They are fine-grained, calcareous, display­
ing light grey or blue-grey colours. The beds usually show the 
Tcd subdivisions, their soles are flat, rarely covered with current 
marks or bioturbation structures. The sandstone to shale rat io 
is close to 1:9.
Within a few metre interval of these beds several layers of 
the Jasło Limestones occur (Fig. 5B), i.e. beige, yellowish, mas­
sive or parallel laminated limestones (compare to Haczewski, 
1989). The thickness of the limestone layers usually does not 
exceed 5 cm. The Jasło Limestones are one of the most impor­
tant regional marker horizons within the Oligocene succession 
of the Silesian Unit (e.g., Koszarski and Żytko, 1961; Jucha, 
1969; Haczewski, 1989; Ciurej and Haczewski, 2012). Almost 
the ent ire succession of the Krosno Beds lies be low this hori­
zon, therefore it can be assumed that the stud i ed Krosno sec­
tion rep tesents only the Oligocene age (Garecka and Olszet 
wska, 1998).
Almost 100 metres above the limestone horizon in the Siary 
Stream the rhythmically alternati ng beds of grey shales pass
into a chaotic rock body that is distinguished herein as a type 1 
broken formation (BrFm l; Figs. 4 and 6A). The top surface of 
the coherent shaly sequence is flat and displays sharp bound­
ary with the broken formation, although the boundary is not eas­
ily visible in the outcrop because the broken formation is litholo- 
gically similar to the sediments of the underlying coherent suc­
cession (Fig. 6B). The main feafures of the BrFml are as fol­
lows:
-  composition: matrix consists of grey muddy sediment, cal­
careous and abundant in muscovite flakes. Blocks include 
fine-grained sandstones, grey in colour, calcareous and rich in 
mica, packets of thin-bedded sandstones and shales or only 
shales, and a few blocks of grey do I omite yel I owi sh on surface, 
commonly described in the Carpathian literature as siderites;
-  provenance: all the blocks have native (non-exotic) char­
acter with respect to the matrix, and both blocks and matrix are 
similar to typical components of the Upper Krosno Beds;
-  styles of blocks: blocks range in size from several centi­
metres to over one metre (Fig. 6C -F ). They are angul ar to 
sub-rounded, smaller ones are often strongly contorted, 
U-shaped and ribbon-like forms also occur (Fig. 6D -F ). Some 
of the sandstone blocks reveal internal distortions. Their original
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are composed of green, grey to black claystones or clayey 
shales that form the matrix of a chaotic body with blocks of vari­
ous rock types and sizes. The blocks are delivered mainly from 
the flysch formations of the Magura, Dukla and Silesian succes­
sions, moreover blocks of limestone and metamorphic rocks 
are also present. The Gorlice Beds cover the whole area of 
peninsulas and outliers (Fig. 3C), and they are also recognized 
in other parts of the Carpathians (Jankowski et al., 2004). They 
comprise chaotic rock units of different origin, i.e. olistostromes, 
mélanges and broken formations (Jankowski, 2007, uses the 
genetic defi nitions of these terms), thus part of them represent 
tectonic mélanges associated mainly with out of sequence 
faults, whereas others are of sed i mentary ori gin. They are not 
differentiated in the maps (Fig. 3; Jankowski et al., 2004; 
Jankowski, 2007) however, particularly for the peninsulas and 
outliers Jankowski (2007) proposed slumping from an active 
slope or slumpi ng from an act ive fault scar in order to explain 
their ori gin. On the basis of documented microtauna from the 
matrix of chaotic depos its, he implied an Early Miocene age of 
the peninsulas' olistostrome. As a result the chaotic rock units 
form the uppermost part of the Silesian succession. Recently, 
the olistostromal naiure of the pen i nsu i as has been also sug­
gested by Cieszkowski et al. (2009, 2012).
METHODS AND MATERIALS
This paper is based on the data gathered duri ng geo I og I cal 
mapping of the 70 km2 area eastward of Gorlice town. The field 
work and update of the geo I ogic map have been carried out by 
a team of Geokrak Company in framework of a project for RWE 
Dea. A classic surface geo I og I cal mapping in 1:10,000 scale, 
including standard macroscopic description of outcrops and 
stratigraphic-strucIural observations, with the use of modern 
techniques (GPS, GIS software), has been conducted. More­
over, logging of well-exposed successions, along three streams 
has been performed (Fig. 3) and outcrops of chaotic depos Its 
have been stud ied in detail.
Almost fifty shal I ow boreholes have been drilled in the area 
stud ied. They were situated in the southwestern part and east­
ward of the “Harklowa peninsula” (Fig. 3). The drilling work has 
aimed at deIerminati on of the characIer of rocks and their 
lithostratigraphy and has been a supplementary method to field 
mapping as the number of natu Ial outcrops in the area deI 
scribed are very limited due the considerable cover of the Qua­
ternary deposits. The exploration boreholes were drilled and 
cored using a Geotool RHB GTR 780 mechanical rotary device. 
In the near surface zone, the boreholes were drilled with a 
90 mm flight auger bit. In a cored interval a double core barrel 
with an outer diameter of 66 mm was used. Water-based mud 
has been used for core intervals. Basic macroscopic descrip­
tion was conducted in the field, and then fol lowed by detailed 
studies of cores and cutting samples in the Geokrak Ltd labora­
tory, i.e. description of lithology and sedimentary structures and 
micropalaeontological anal y ses.
Of 44 samples exam i ned for foraminiferal content, 20 were 
coll ected from cores, 19 from drill cutt ings recovered from 13 
boreholes, located in the SW part of the “Harklowa peninsula” 
and from a borehole located in the Silesian Nappe (Fig. 3). An 
additional five samples were col lected from two outcrop secI 
tions along Siary and Libuszanka streams (Fig. 3).
Samples were disintegrated by a repeated freeze-thaw 
method, using a saturated solution of sodium sulphate 
[Na2SO4*10H2O] and then washed over a 63 pm screen and 
dried out. Residues were sieved into a few fractions
(>0.063 mm) and each fracI ion was picked separately in con­
vent ional manner. The samples were not quant it at ively ana­
lysed, however, in those poor in foraminifera the whole res I due 
was checked, while in the others a suff icient number of fora- 
minifera was picked to determine their biostratigraphy.
SEM images of the most character i stic or important for age 
determination foraminifera were made using the Hitachi S-4700 
Scanning Microscope at the Institute of Geological Sciences of 
the Jagiellonian University and two species were photographed 




Depos Its of chaotic structure are exposed in the transition 
zone between the Silesian and Magura units. Relatively good 
outcrops can be observed along three streams, i.e. the Siary, 
Sękówka and Libuszanka streams (Fig. 3). Along the Sękówka 
Stream, between Gorlice town and Sękowa vil i age, the upper 
part of the Silesian succession is exposed, starting from the Hi­
eroglyphic Beds, through the Menilite Beds with the Magdalena 
Sandstones, to the Krosno Beds which are subdivided into 
three parts: the Lower Krosno Beds composed of thick bedded 
sandstones, a middle part with thin to medium sandstone -  
shale layers, and the upper part dom i nated by thin beds of 
shales (Fig. 2). This Eocene-Oligocene succession forms the 
southern limb of the Gorlice Fold. The strata dip normally to the 
south at relatively steep angle between 50 to 65°. Exposures 
along the Siary Stream, which is a tributary of the Sękówka 
Stream, embrace the middle and upper part of the Krosno 
Beds. Further south, along both streams, deposits of the 
Ropianka Formation are exposed. At the initial zone they are 
strongly deformed, whereas to the south they pass into the “nor­
mal” sandstone-shale succession dipping to the south. The 
Ropianka Formation forms the marginal part of the Magura 
Nappe in the stud I ed area. Accord I ng to the borehole data (the 
“Gorlice 12” borehole) the Magura cover is relatively thin within 
its border zone which implies a rather flat thrust onto the 
Silesian Krosno Beds (Konarski, 1980, 1986; Jankowski, 2000).
The situation in the eastern part of the area in question is 
slightly different. Along the Libuszanka Stream the Hiero­
glyphic, Menilite and Krosno beds, are exposed, although only 
the lower and middle part of the latter unit is represented. The 
Krosno-type strata generally dip to the south-east and are cut 
by numerous faults, usually characterized by minor displace­
ment (up to 4 m). The Middle Krosno Beds are fol I owed by de­
posits of undoubtedly Magura provenance, defined herein as 
mélange, whereas previously these were vari ously interpreted, 
i.e. as the vari egated shales of the Magura Nappe (Koszarski 
and Tokarski, 1965-1967), part of the sepa fate Jasło Nappe 
succession (Koszarski, 2001 ) or a chaotic rock body of the 
Gorlice Beds within the Silesian Unit (Jankowski, 2007).
Siary and Sękówka streams. In the transition zone bet 
tween the Magura and Silesian units the streams flow almost 
paral I el, about 3 km apart. Their directions are approxi mately 
perpendicu lar to the strike of both the Magura and Silesian 
strata.
Start I ng from the uppermost part of the Krosno Beds, marly 
shales/mudstones interca I ated by thin sandstones can be ob­
served in banks of both streams (Figs. 4 and 5). Shales are 
mainly steel-grey and green i sh-grey, calcareous and rich in 
mica minerals. Silty shales are often parallel laminated,
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Fig. 6. Examples of the broken formation within the Krosno Beds succession
A -  boundary between regularly bedded shales and the base o f chaotic body (BrFm1), 20 cm scale at the bottom o f outcrop; B -  
close-up o f A; C -  view o f BrFm1 two folded packets o f thin layers separated by muddy matrix, isolated block o f sandstone (white 
arrow) and siderite (yellow arrows); D- F -  details o f BrFm1 showing strongly contorted, ribbon-like fragments o fth in  sandstone 
layers, internally deformed, convoluted sandstone clast and U-shaped siderite fragment, respectively, that are embedded in iso­
tropic muddy matrix; G -  contact o f several metres thick coherent shale packet with the second interval o f BrFm1 (outcrop at the 
bottom o f the stream)
sedimentary structures are obliterated probably because of liq­
uefaction, suggesting that the deformation mostly occurred in 
wet, non- or partly consoli dated rocks (Fig. 6E). Blocks of thin 
sandstones and shales, in which the coherent stratigraphic 
bedding is still part ially preserved, form steeply inclined tight 
folds of slightly curvI ng axis plane (Fig. 6C). The fold axes as
well as the longest axes of the larger sandstone blocks are al­
most paral I el to the bedding surface of the underI y I ng shales;
-  fab I ic of maIrix: maIrix has a brecciated texIure that is 
characIerIzed by the presence of millimetre to sub-millimetre 
size clasts of claystone and sandstone within muddy bulk;
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-  matrix: block ratio and re I ationship -  matrix forms the 
main bulk of the broken formation, although distinction between 
shale blocks and matrix is, to some extent, difficult -  shale bor­
ders are indistinct and they smoothly pass into matrix. Blocks 
are randomly distributed within matrix.
The thickness of the broken formation body is 37 m. It lies 
concordantly on the coherent shaly succession and is covered 
by a six metre thick packet of grey shales, which displays the 
same character as the succession (Figs. 4 and 6G). The shale 
beds in the packet are aligned parallel to bedding in the underly­
ing coherent sedimentary layers. The packet is, in turn, overlain 
by another internally folded and disrupted body of grey calcare­
ous shales that represents the same type of broken formation 
(Figs. 4 and 6G). The upper interval of the broken formation is 
at least 17 m thick, followed by a subsequent packet of regularly 
bedded shale layers, although the boundary between them is 
not exposed. Further to the south along the stream, a few, 
about 0.5 to 2 m thick sections of the Krosno type shales, co­
herent or dis tupted, occur, thus the real nature of the uppep 
most part of the Krosno succession is difti cult to defi ne. It 
seems that at least one additional interval of broken formation 
(BrFm1) is present within the succession, in addit ion to two 
ones described above (Fig. 4).
Along the Sękówka Stream only one outcrop of BrFm1 oc­
curs about 70 m above the Jasło Limestones horizon. The out­
crop is quite small (about 2 m long in the western stream bank), 
moreover neither the lower nor the upper contact of this chaotic 
body is exposed, therefore it does not provide a good material 
for detailed study. Nevertheless, it can be assumed that the out­
crop is a continuation of the one occurring in the Siary Stream, 
due to its sim i I ar structure and lithology. The BrFm1 forms a 
chaotic rock body or rather a few bodi es separated by packets 
of rhythmically bedded shales that stretch lat itudinally in accor­
dance with the strike of the turbidite strata of the Krosno Bed 
succession.
Another type of a chaotic rock body can be observed more 
to the south, in the area assigned either to the Ropianka Forma­
tion (formerly known as the Inoceramian Beds) of the Magura 
Nappe (Sikora, 1970; Koszarski, 2001) or the chaotic complex 
of the Gorlice Beds (Jankowski, 1997a, 2007; Kopciowski et al., 
1997b). Several outcrops along both streams, provide informa­
tion about the character of these rocks, however, the direct con­
tact between the Ropianka type rocks and the Krosno succes­
sion is nowhere exposed. Two kinds of chaotic rocks are differ­
ent iated herein, named as type 1 mélange (Me1) and type 2 
broken formation (BrFm2), which are closely re I ated to one an­
other. The first one occurs in the northern, relatively nartow 
zone, about 30-50 m in width. Features of Me1 are as follows:
-  composition: matrix includes mainly green-grey or blut 
ish-grey shales, and subordinate brown ones, occurring in both 
calcareous and non-calcareous varieties. Red and green clays, 
clearly distinguishable from the generally grey background, can 
be also recognized. They are usually included in the matrix, sel­
dom occurring as clasts reaching up to a few centimetres in di- 
amet er. Sandstones that form blocks are fine and medium 
grained, blu i sh-grey, mostly calcareous, and often with pret 
served sed i mentary structures such as paral I el, cross, or con­
volute bedding. Subordinately, fine-grained, light grey sandf 
stones, strongly calcareous can be encountered, usually char- 
act er ized by parallel lamination, emphasised by black plant 
detritus;
-  provenance: most of the volume of the Me1 body consists 
of the Ropianka type rocks, both in the ma trix as well as the 
clasts and blocks. Red clays may be de tived from the vari et 
gated shales forming a few metre thick interval within the
Ropianka Formation or from the variegated shales of the 
Eocene Łabowa Formation. The light grey sandstones resem­
ble rocks of the Krosno Beds;
-  styles of blocks: sandstones occur in a form of modert 
ately- to highly-stretched layers. The sizes of blocks are highly 
variable, from millimetres to metres that is strongly related to the 
initial thickness of sandstone layers, the longer blocks are 
formed by the thickest sandstones (Figs. 7A and 8A -C ). 
Strong, layer-parallel extension resulted in the development of 
pinch-and-swell structures and neck I ng of the layers (Figs. 7B, 
C and 8F), and brittle and/or ductile boudinage caus I ng part or 
complete separation of layers (Fig. 7D). This deformation pro­
duced an alignment of the blocks and the shaly layers (i.e., the 
matrix) in a pseudo-bedding fash I on;
-  fabric of matrix: a pervasive scaly fabric is developed in 
the entire matrix (Figs. 7C and 8B, C), i.e. the clayey matrix is 
deformed by anastomosing cleavage planes, which split the 
matrix in a millimetre to centimetre lens-shaped scales (DellF 
santi, 2008). The blocks are commonly intruded by the muddy 
matrix (Figs. 7C and 8D). The intruded matrix and the distribu­
tion of well-preserved sed i mentary structures within the blocks 
indicate that the muddy material was more fluid than the sandy 
one duri ng mélange formation (Yamamoto et al., 2012);
-  matrix -  block ratio and re lationship: strongly dis tupted 
strata of blocks in a matrix fabric (Figs. 7A and 8A -C ), i.e. frag­
ments of sandstone layers embedded within a shaly matrix.
The mélange of block in matrix structure pass i ng to the 
south takes on a form which, according to the presented above 
definitions (Festa et al., 2012), should be classified as broken 
formation (BrFm2):
-  composition: green-grey or blu I sh-grey shales and blu­
ish-grey sandstones the same as described above;
-  provenance: no exotic blocks are incorporated, only 
rocks of the Ropianka Formation;
-  styles of blocks: slightly or not deformed decimetre to 
metre thick sandstone layers are disj unctive (Fig. 7B) or 
continuous at the scale of outcrop (Fig. 8E), in both 
cases they are usually fractured, some of them reveal 
pinch-and-swell structures (Fig. 8F);
-  fabric of matrix and relationship with blocks: sandstones 
alternate with moderately to strongly deformed shaly 
interlayers of the similar thickness, that display scaly fab­
ric and include angu I ar or lenticu I ar-shaped blocks of 
sandstone (Fig. 8E, F).
BrFm2 partly retains their orig i nal stratigraphic coherence 
and every thicker layer is inclined to the south. BrFm2 shows a 
gradual transition to normal bedded succession of the 
Ropianka Formation. It stretches for a distance of about 250 m 
along the Siary Stream and less than 200 m along the Sękówka 
Stream.
Libuszanka Stream . Along the Libuszanka Stream only 
the lower and middle part of the Krosno Beds is exposed, 
whereas the upper one may be either missing or covered by the 
chaotic depos Its defined herein as type 2 mélange (Me2). The 
internal structure of Me2 is a typ I cal block-in-matrix:
-  composition: matrix is a mixture of red, non-calcareous 
clays and bluish-grey, subordinately green clays, in some parts 
calcareous, in others non-calcareous (Fig. 9). The most com­
mon lithological type of blocks is a blu I sh-grey, fine to medium 
grained sandstone, usually with preserved sedimentary struc­
tures (convolute or parallel lamination), slightly calcareous, con­
sisting of quartz, a large quantities of mica and some glauconite 
(Fig. 9A). Another type is ol Ive-green, fine-grained sandstone, 
non-calcareous, rich in mica and black organic matt er that is 
aligned along laminae (Fig. 9B). Packets of thin bedded sand-
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Fig. 7. Examples of mélange and broken formation within Ropianka Formation (Siary Stream)
A -  mélange (Me1) characteri zed by block-in-matrix fabric -  centimetre to decimetre angul ar sandstone clasts 
randomly included in greenish-grey shaly matrix (left side) enclos i ng a huge block o f fractured sandstone (right 
side), black colour due to crude oil staini ng; B -  progressive stratal disruption of well-bedded unit o f Ropianka 
Formation forming broken formation (BrFm2); C -  detail o f Me1 showing Ropianka type sandstone blocks within 
grey shaly matrix, blocks exhibit pinch-and-swell structures (dotted lines) or initial fracturing filled by matrix (white 
arrows), in the central part fluidal feat ure deformi ng scaly fab ric o f mat rix rei ated probably to m igrat ion of 
overpressured fluids (yel i ow arrows); D -  boudinaged sandstone layer wrapped by shaly matrix
stones and shales also form the bigger blocks (Fig. 9C). More­
over, different kinds of shales can occur as blocks, however, on 
a smaller scale.
-  provenance: most of the sandstone blocks display resem­
blance to rocks of the Ropianka Formation, others can be as­
signed to the Krosno Beds, clays forming matrix may be derived 
from both the Ropianka and Łabowa formations;
-  styles of blocks: angu I ar to subrounded hard blocks vary 
from a centimetre to over one metre. They usually have sharp 
outi ines and variable shapes but often almost isomettic and 
elongated. Sandstone-shale packets usually are strongly dist 
torted and form tight folds that additionally are internally det 
formed (Fig. 9C), e.g. more competent sandstone layers are 
boudinaged and defragmented, whereas in shales the original 
layering is indistinct;
-  fabric of matrix: muddy matrix is brecciated -  the micro­
clasts are millimetre to centimetre in size and include mainly 
dark to light grey, red and green mudstones. They have either 
rounded or angul ar shapes;
-  matrix-block ratio and relationship: relative volume of ma­
trix fraction is about 70% or more, blocks are floated, with a ran­
dom distribution, in a muddy matrix.
SHALLOW  BOREHOLE DATA
Twenty one shallow boreholes were drilled within or close to 
the area of the “Harklowa peninsula” (Fig. 10). Lithological de­
scription of these cores is enclosed in Table 1. In most cases
the rocks drilled in the pen i nsula area rep Iesent breccias or 
conglomerates of highly disorganized structures (Figs. 1 1 -13). 
Generally, the breccias consist of angular to subangular, ran­
domly oriented rock fragments (clasts), mostly mudsto­
nes/shales and sandstones. Mudstone clasts usually have 
better roundness than the sandstone ones, and if only they are 
present breccia passes into conglomerate. Both rock types are 
very poorly sorted and the size of clasts ranges from several 
millimetres to four centimetres. Clasts dis play var i ous shapes 
and those of sandstones are very oft en almost isomeric (Fig. 
13B). In a few cores, mudstone and sandstone clasts reveal 
ducIile deformation, they are strongly elongated and distorted, 
and their margins/borders are blurred. In such cases, the differ­
entiation between clasts and matrix is to some extent arbitrary, 
especially fragments of mudstone tend to pass gradually into 
matrix (Fig. 12A). Plastic deformation and strong elongation of 
some clasts emphasise fluidal structure of some breccias. 
Clasts are scatIered in structureless maIrix without any preI 
ferred orientation. Matrix-supported breccias prevail, although 
clast-supported ones also occur or sometimes in a single core 
change from one type into another is vis i ble. The maIrix con­
sists of muddy material, light or dark grey and green-grey in col­
our, less often red and ol Ive-green colours are dom I nant.
Based on the naIure of the maIrix and clasts, the breccias 
can be classified into two types (groups):
-  breccia in which clasts are diversifi ed in shape, size, 
roundness and especially in lithology, which is different from the 
lithology of the matrix (Figs. 11A, B, 12A and 13A, B). This is the 
more common variant of the breccias, occurring in boreholes
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Fig. 8. Examples of mélange and broken formation within Ropianka Formation (Sękówka Stream)
A -  angu I ar and elongated blocks o f fractured sandstones embedded in shaly matrix; B , C -  details o f A, some o f the 
sandstone clasts are elongated parallel or subparallel to the scaly fabric o fm a trix  forming a pseudo-bedding, othersare 
rotated slightly oblique; D -  shale injections into sandstone blocks (on the left), contained in scaly matrix; E -  continuous 
sandstone layers, fractured and interbedded by intervals o f matrix displaying scaly fabric that includes sm aller sand­
stone clasts (BrFm2); F -  pinch-and-swell structures within BrFm2
no. W3-W10, W17, W19 and W21. Clasts include various 
types of sandstones and mudstones that show significant differ­
ences in colour, which is mainly dark grey (almost black) to light 
grey, green-grey, ol ive-green and red, and both calcareous or 
non-calcareous varieties are present. This type of breccia cor­
responds to the defined herein mélange Me2.
-  breccia in which clasts and matrix have similar lithological 
charader, thus only native clasts are present (Figs. 12B and 
13D), consisti ng of fragments of grey, fine-grained sandstones 
and calcareous light grey mudstones that are mixed in grey, 
clayey-silty matrix. Usually, the matrix is brighter than the 
clasts. This type of breccia was drilled in boreholes no. W1, W2, 
W18 and W20. It can be referred to the broken formation 
(BrFm1) from the upper Krosno succession occurring along the 
Siary Stream.
In a few boreholes (W11-W16), none of the brecciated 
rocks were drilled and only sandstones were encountered. 
They are usually represented by fine-grained sandstones, yel­
low-green, non-calcareous, rich in glauconite and muscovite, 
with subordinately occurring green-brown calcareous mud­
stone. These boreholes are concentrated in the middle, elet 
vated part of the “Harklowa pen I nsula”, and are surrounded by 
boreholes with breccias (Fig. 10).
MICROPALAEONTOLOGICAL ANALYSES
Among the forty four samples stud I ed, four were barren of 
any microfossils and one contained only pyritised diatoms. All 
foraminiferal taxa identified in other samples are listed in Apt
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Fig. 9. Examples of mélange exposed along Libuszanka Stream
A -  red and blui sh-grey clayey matrix includi ng blocks o f Ropianka type sandstones; B -  blocks o f sandstone 
in matrix characterized by brecciated texture -  matrix is made up o f clays supporti ng millimetre scale clasts; 
C -  folded and partly disrupted sandstone layers within clayey matrix
pendixes 1 -3*. Entirely agglutinated assemblages were found 
in ten samples from chaotic deposits and in fifteen agglutinated 
forms are the dom t nant group in the assemblages, which are 
generally rich in foraminifera. Another nine samples from the 
chaotic deposits yielded much less abundant assemblages, but 
calcareous benthic or planktonic specimens are their main 
component. There are no marked differences in the foramini- 
feral content between cutting and core samples from similar de- 
pos its of in di vid ual bore holes.
In the chaotic depos rts about 45 genera and 70 species of 
agglutinated foraminifera have been recorded. They represent 
the autochthonous fauna of mainly Maastrichtian-Paleocene or 
Paleocene and Middle Eocene redeposited flysch deposits. 
Benthic calcareous taxa be I ong to 29 genera with 24 identified 
species. Some of them represent most solution-resistant taxa 
of Eocene age. The others are common elements of the Oligo­
cene assemblages, and very few are known from the Miocene. 
Planktonic foraminifera be I ong to five Cretaceous genera with 
three recognized species. The other identified 25 species are 
mainly Eocene and Oligocene forms, and a few are Miocene
taxa. Photos of the most characteri stic taxa are presented on 
Figures 14-1 6 .
Foraminiferal assemblages and age control. The biot 
stratigraphy of identified foraminiferal taxa are mainly based on 
their known occurrences in the Outer Carpathians described by 
Geroch and Nowak (1984), Odrzywolska-Bieńkowa and Olsze­
wska (1996), Olszewska et al. (1996), and Olszewska (1997). 
Other papers such as Olszewska and Szymakowska (1984), 
Garecka and Olszewska (1998), Bąk (2005), Kaminski and 
Gradstein (2005), Pearson et al. (2006) and Peryt (2013) were 
also used in foraminiferal determinations and analyses. The 
samples referred be I ow are described by the borehole number 
and depth of their recovery.
Microfaunal assemblage from a core sample W1 (2.0 m), 
consists of rare calcareous benthic and planktonic foraminifera, 
found in the smallest fract ion (<0.063 mm; Appendix 1). The 
planktonic species Tenuitella munda indicates an Early Oligo- 
cene age.
The core sample W2 (5.0 m) consists of a poor and badly 
preserved mixed assemblage with tubular forms of agglutinated
* Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at doi: 10.7306/gq.1273
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Fig. 10. Location of shallow boreholes
Shaded re I ie f image as a background, geology accordI ng to the interpretation presented in the Figure 3A
foraminifera and rare calcareous benIhic and plankIonic fora- 
minifera. Turborotalia ampliapertura points to an age within its 
stratigraphic range, which is the latest Eocene-Early OligoI 
cene. The presence of Virgulinella chalkophila and Tenuitella 
munda documents an Early Oligocene age of the second core 
sample W2 (6.5 m).
Rich and well-preserved agglutinated foraminifers were re­
covered from two cutting samples of borehole W3 (Appendix 1). 
They represent typical deep-water agglutinated assemblage of 
the flysch type DWAF (deep-water agglutinated foraminifera; 
Kaminski and Gradstein, 2005) with Annectina grzybowskii, 
Rzehakina fissistomata and Spiroplectammina spectabilis indi­
cat j ng a Paleocene age. One core sample (8.0 m) contained a 
less numerous assemblage of a Maastrichtian/Paleocene age 
with Remesella varians, Dorothia crassa and poorly preserved 
calcareous benthic Nodosaria sp. and Eponides sp.
The cuttings sample W4 (2.9 m) contained a relatively 
abundant assemblage with dominant agglutinated taxa. Some 
sparse and poorly preserved plankIonic forms were found as 
well (Appendix 1). Two stratigraphic groups offoraminifera can 
be dis t inguished. The Paleocene is based on the presence of 
Rzehakina fissistomata, and planktonic Subbotina cf. pata- 
gonica and S. velascoensis, and the Middle Eocene is indicated 
by Reticulophragmium amplectens and single specimen of 
planktonic Acarinina bullbrooki. The next cuttings sample 
(5.0 m) contained a less numerous and mixed assemblage with 
Saccamminoides carpathicus, the index species of the Early 
Eocene zone of aggluI inated foraminifera. A few varI ed in col­
our sped mens of benthic and plankIonic forms were found as 
well. They probably represent a younger element, however, 
their precise taxonomic identification was not possible due to 
the very poor preservation.
The core sample W4 (10.0 m) yielded a rich and diversified 
assemblage. It consists of agglutinated, calcareous benthic and 
plankIonic foraminifera, some fish teeth, diatoms and Echino-
idea spines. With respect to the age a few groups of foraI 
minifera can be distinguished. The agglutinated taxa with Reti­
culophragmium amplectens, single specimens of Acarinina bul- 
brooki and Cibicidoides grimsdalei represent a Middle Eocene 
assemblage. Calcareous benthic Falsoplanulina ammophila, 
Asterigerina rotula, and Pararotalia lithothamnica are species 
known from shal I ow water setIings and along with the plankI 
tonic species Subbotina corpulenta indicate Late Eocene. The 
planktonic species Paragloborotalia nana, Turborotalia amplia­
pertura, T. increbescens, Globigerina ouachitaensis appear in 
the Late Eocene and commonly occur in the Late Eocene/Early 
Oligocene assemblages of marly deposi ts, however, some of 
these species display longer stratigraphic ranges. Tenuitellinata 
ciperoensis, G. angulisuturalis, G. anguliofficinalis represent 
the Oligocene. Siphonina reticulata, Globigerina concinna, 
Globigerinoides cf. primordius, G. trilobus indicate Miocene 
(Early-?Middle) (Cicha et al., 1998).
A core sample recovered from W5 (9.5 m) contained an as­
semblage dom i nated by aggluIinated taxa with a few speci 
mens of calcareous benIhic and planktonic foraminifera. The 
presence of Reticulophragmium amplectens and Saccammi- 
noides carpathicus suggests that the agglutinated assemblage 
is not younger than Middle Eocene. A single specimen of plank­
tonic species Globigerina praebulloides displays a different 
state of preservation and most probably is the youngest compo­
nent of this microIauna. In the Outer Carpathians this species 
occurs from the Upper Eocene through the Lower Miocene.
Core sample W17 (5.7 m) yielded an almost entirely calcar­
eous assemblage dominated by planktonic foraminifera with 
only a single sped men of an aggluIinated form. The taxa dis­
play varI ed stratigraphic ranges and are sim i I ar in taxonomic 
composition to the sample from borehole W4 (10.0 m). 
Subbotina corpulenta is a common component of the Late 
Eocene as sem blages; Turborotalia ampliapertura, Tenuitella 
liverovskae, Tenuitellinata angustiumbilicata, Subbotina cf.
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T a b l e  1












W1 4.3 1.8-4.3 0.44 Breccia consist i ng o f dark grey, angui ar clasts o f shales in light grey, clayey matrix, strongly calcareous
W2 6.9 3 .5-6 .9 1.15
Upper part of core (32 cm ): beige to grey, fine-grained sandstone display i ng cross lami nation 
underlined by dark m inerals, with muscovite, medium hard, calcareous 
Lower part of core (83 cm ): matrix-supported breccia consisting o f clasts o ffine-grained 
sandstones within dark green-grey to black silty matrix, calcareous
W3 9.0 6 .5-9 .0 0.70
Upper part of core (25 cm ): matrix-supported breccia consisting o f clasts o fye liow , fine-grained 
sandstone, with calcite veins, calcareous, mixed in dark green-grey, clayey-silty calcareous matrix 
Lower part of core (45 cm ): clast-supported breccia consisting o f clasts o flig h t grey sandstones, 
calcareous, laminated, with lots o f muscovite and non-calcareous red shales, mixed in dark grey, 
clayey-silty calcareous matrix
W4 10.0 7.5 -10 .0 0.72 Matrix-supported breccia/conglomerate consisting of grey sandstone and dark green-grey mudstone clasts, angular to subrounded, mixed in green-grey, clayey-silty matrix, slightly calcareous
W5 9.6 9 .0-9 .6 0.56 Matrix-supported breccia consisting o f olive, red and russet muddy matrix, non-calcareous, and clasts o f light and dark grey fine-grained sandstones and dark grey shales
W6 9.45 6.0 -9 .45 2.13
Matrix-supported breccia including angular clasts o fgreen-grey fine-grained sandstones, 
lam inated, slightly calcareous and dark green-grey shales, mixed in ol ive-green, red and russet 
clayey matrix, non-calcareous
W7 10.0 7.5 -10 .0 2.1
Matrix-supported breccia including angular clasts o fgrey-green fine-grained sandstones, 
lam inated, non-calcareous and oli ve-green shales, mixed in oli ve-green, red and russet 
clayey matrix, non-calcareous
W8 9.5 5 .3-9 .5 0.5
Matrix-supported breccia/conglomerate, very brittle, consisting of m illimetre to 1 cm clasts o fd a rk  
grey to black sandy mudstone, with lots o f detritus and mus co vite, matrix is light grey in colour, 
with lots o f muscovite
W9 2.8 0 .9-2 .8 cuttings Clasts o f fine-grained sandstones, yeli ow-grey, hard, with glauconite, non-calcareous, clasts up to 30 cm
W10 8.5 6 .0-8 .5 0.7
Matrix-supported breccia consisting o f angular to subrounded clasts o fg rey, very fine-grained 
sandstones and dark grey mudstones, up to 3 cm, both types are non-calcareous, some o f them 
display ductile deformation, they are mixed in oli ve-green and dark grey, clayey-silty matrix, 
non-calcareous
W11 7.6 4 .3-7 .6 0.1 Medium-grained sandstone, blue-grey, rusty and red on weathered surface, with glauconite, cut by several calcite veins, very hard, calcareous
W12 8.0 5 .3-8 .0 0.7
Upper part of core (26 cm ): fine-grained sandstone, light grey, rusty yeli ow and red on weathered 
surface, cross laminated, with muscovite and glauconite, very hard, cut by several calcite veins, 
cal car e ous
Lower part of core (39 cm ): light grey, marly mudstone, rusty on weathered surface, very hard
W13 5.6 2 .8-5 .6 1.5 Green-brown mudstone, very hard, with muscovite, dark brown on weathered surface, calcareous
W14 6.2 3.0-6 .2 1.6
Upper part of core (81 cm ): fine-grained sandstone, yellow-green, laminated (convolute
lam i nation?), very hard, with lots o f glauconite and muscovite, non-calcareous
Middle part o f core (44 cm ); medium grained sandstone, yeli ow-green, cross lami nated, water
escape structures, very hard, with a lot o f glauconite, non-cal car e ous
Lower part of core (39 cm ): coarse grained sandstone (at the upper part o f the core)
and medium grained (at the bottom), yellow-green, rusty yeliow on weathered surface, very hard,
with a lot o f glauconite and muscovite, non-calcareous
W1 5 4.1 2.2-4.1 1.2 Grey mudstone, green-brown on weathered surface, very hard, massive, with muscovite, non-calcareous
W1 6 3.8 2 .0-2 .8 0.2
Fine-grained sandstone, light grey, rusty yell ow and red on weathered surface, parall el
and convolute lam i nated with dark laminae, very hard, with muscovite, glauconite, cut by calcite
veins, cal car e ous
Rusty-green mudstone, brittle, HCl-
W17 5.7 4 .5-5 .7 0.9
Ma trix-sup ported and partly clast-sup ported breccia, clasts are up to 3 cm, angul ar to subangular 
and consist o f light to dark grey mudstones and very fine-grained, lami nated sandstones, 
calcareous, matrix is light to dark grey, calcareous
W18 6.0 3 .7-6 .0 1.06
Upper part of core (26 cm ): very fine-grained sandstone, grey-blue in colour, light yeliow-brown 
when weathered, calcareous, very hard, fractured, with calcite veins
Middle part o f core (32 cm ): clast-supported breccia consisting o f anguiar rock fragments o f grey 
fine-grained sandstones and calcareous light grey shales, mixed in grey, clayey-silty matrix 
Lower part of core (48 cm): grey-green mudstone, with silty irregu I ar laminae, very hard, calcareous
W19 13.4 10.5-13.4 2.00
Matrix-supported breccia consisting o f clasts o f varicoloured mudstones (red, olive-green, light 
grey), non-calcareous and light grey, fine-grained sandstones, hard, slightly calcareous 
or non-calcareous, which are mixed in a dark, clayey-silty matrix
W20 7.0 4 .3-7 .0 1.44
Matrix-supported breccia consisting o f angular to subangular clasts o f light and dark grey 
calcareous mudstones and fine-grained calcareous sandstone, parallel lam inated, with 
deformational structures, which are mixed in light grey, muddy calcareous matrix
W21 10.2 7.4 -10 .2 2.20
Matrix-supported breccia consisting o f angular clasts o fvarico loured mudstones (red, olive-green, 
light grey), non-calcareous and light grey, fine-grained sandstones, hard, slightly calcareous or 
non-calcareous, which are mixed in a dark, clayey-silty matrix
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Fig. 11. Examples of lithological logs and core photos of investigatory boreholes (W21 -  left and W4 -  right)
A -  borehole in which eluvial deposits consist o f red, olive-green and blue-grey clays with shale fragments, cored interval includes 
variety o f shale and sandstone clasts within dark grey matrix; B -  borehole with sim ilar to A eluvial part but slightly different cored 
rock (lack o f red shale clasts, lighter, green-grey matrix); for explanations see Figure 12 ;c o lours in  the logs correspond to the col­
our o f eluvium/cored rock
angiporoides, Globigerina officinalis, G. ouachitensis in the Pol­
ish Outer Carpathians are found in Late Eocene-Early Oligo- 
cene as sem blages. Tenuitellinata ciperoensis and Virgulinella 
chalkophila are the Oligocene species; Globigerina concinna, 
Globigerinoides quadrilobatus, Globoturborotalia cf. woodi and 
the benthic form Siphonina reticulata indicate Miocene 
(Early-?Mid dle).
Microfossils recovered from borehole W18 are very sparse. 
Calcareous foraminifera display a poor state of preservaIion 
and planktonic forms are small in size. The cutting sample con­
sists of a few agglutinated foraminifera (Appendix 2 ) and some 
single specimens of calcareous benthic and planktonic fora­
minifera. Agglutinated taxa, the calcareous benthic Oridorsalis 
umbonatus and planktonic Globigerinatheka sp. are reworked 
from the marly Eocene depos Its. A single speci men of a juve­
nile calcareous benthic determined as Anomalinoides sp. (Fig. 
15E) as well as planktonic Tenuitellinata angustiumbilicata, 
Tenuitella sp. cf. pseudoedita most probably represent a youn­
ger element, at least Oligocene. Two core samples (Ap pen dix 
2) yielded poor assemblages with rare speci mens of calcare­
ous benthic taxa and single specimens of the planktonic genus 
Tenuitella. Foraminifera from borehole W20 display a sim i I ar 
character but they are even more impoverished. In core sample
(4.5 m) Tenuitella munda and Paragloborotalia nana were pres­
ent among other rare specimens of planktonic foraminifera. The 
characIer of assemblages from the W18 and W20 boreholes, 
described above, and their taxonomic composition suggest at 
least an Oligocene age.
The foraminiferal assemblages recovered from two bore­
holes W19 and W21 display a sim I I ar characIer (Appendix 2 ). 
The foraminifera are abundant and rep iesent mixed assem­
blages with respect to the taxonomic composition, age and col­
our of the shells. The agglutinated taxa considerably outnumber 
the calcareous benthic and planktonic forms. The state of pres­
ervation of the latter group is poor. Most of the calcareous spec­
imens are eiIher corroded or diagenetically alIered. The group 
of agglutinated foraminifera, commonly recorded from the 
Paleocene or Maastrichtian/Paleocene flysch deposits, with 
characteristic species Annectina grzybowskii, Rzehakina 
fissistomata and Spiroplectammina spectabilis dominates the 
assemblages. The second numerous group with Reticulophra- 
gmium amplectens, represents Middle Eocene. Apart from the 
aggluIinated components, in the cutIings sample at 5.5-6.0 m 
from borehole W19 the fol I owi ng planktonic foraminifera were 
also found: Late Campanian-Maastrichtian Globotruncanella 
havanensis, Paleocene and Paleocene/Early Eocene species
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Fig. 12. Examples of lithological logs and core photos of investigatory boreholes (W7 -  left and W20 -  right)
A -  borehole in which green shales prevail in eluvium, whereas cored interval includes ductilely deformed clasts and matrix, 
subordinately angular sandstone clasts; B -  borehole characterized by the same lithological type matrix and clasts, the latter 
consist o f grey calcareous shales and sandstones, matrix is slightly lighter but also grey and calcareous
Subbotina triloculinoides and Morozovella cf. marginodentata, 
and commonly occurring in the Middle Eocene Acarinina bul- 
brooki and Subbotina hagni. Calcareous benthic foraminifera 
are very rare and not signifi cant due to their poor preservation. 
In the samples from borehole W19 very small and single speci­
mens of another calcareous form have been also noticed, how­
ever, their taxonomic identification is uncertain. These are 
Cibicides cf. lopjanicus, Tenuitella cf. denseconnexa (sample 
5.5-6.0 m), Cibicides sp. (aff. borislavensis) (sample 10.9 m) 
and Caucasina cf. coprolithoides (sample 12.4 m). Their strati- 
graphic occurrences may indicate at least Oligocene. In the 
core sample recovered from 8.0 m depth in borehole W21 a sin­
gle specimen of the Late Albian/Cenomanian genus Rotalipora 
was found along with Globotruncanita stuartiformis, known from 
the Late Santonian through Maastrichtian (Premoli-Silva and 
Sliter, 2002). Their co-occurrence in the same sample indicates 
probably double reworki ng of the oldest form (see Bąk and 
Oszczypko, 2000).
Two samples col I ected from the chaotic depos Its exposed 
in the Libuszanka Stream secIion consist of enIirely aggluiii 
nated foraminifera (Appendix 3). Some elements of the Paleo­
cene DWAF assemblage were found in sample S1 while the 
sample S2 yielded less numerous and rather long rang I ng taxa 
commonly occurring in the Late Creiaceous through Eocene. 
Another three samples from the Siary Stream section were bar­
ren of foraminifera.
In order to compare the data of chaotic and coherent rocks, 
samples from borehole W22, which penetrated the undisturbed 
Hieroglyphic Beds of the Silesian Nappe (Fig. 10), are pre­
sented herein. All the samples yielded rich, entirely agglutinated 
foraminiferal assemblages (Appendix 3). The majority of taxa 
are common but rather long rang i ng elements of the Paleoi 
cene-Eocene deep-water agglutinated foraminifera. The char- 
acierisiic feaiure of these assemblages is the abundant pres­
ence of Haplophragmoides walteri, Spiroplectammina specta- 
bilis and Karrerulina coniformis along with, rarely reported from
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Fig. 13. Examples of rocks cored within the “Harklowa peninsula”
A -  most common type o f breccia -  varicoloured shales and various sandstone clasts embedded in grey matrix; B -  light grey, cal­
careous sandstone clasts within dark grey matrix; C -  breccia built o f the Krosno type sediments: grey, fine-grained sandstones and 
calcareous light grey mudstones mixed in grey, clayey-silty matrix; D -  example o fa  glauconitic sandstone drilled in the central part 
o f the peninsula
the Outer Carpathian flysch deposits, Psamminopelta 
gradsteini, Eratidus gerochi and Popovia beckmanni. The 
stratigraphic ranges of these latter species indicate a Middle 
Eocene age (Kaminski and Gradstein, 2005).
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
Our field observations and the results of micropalaeontolo- 
gical and lithological analyses of cores indicate the occurrence 
of deposits consisting of an argillaceous matrix with poorly 
sorted, angular to sub-angular blocks of shales and sandstones 
in the Gorlice region, representi ng mélanges or broken forma­
tions. The lithological logs of boreholes and the cored rocks 
within the “Harklowa peninsula” clearly show the mixed charac­
ter of the deposits building the peninsula, which is also reflected 
by the character of the microfossils. These depos its include 
material derived from different lithostratigraphic units and 
different facies zones.
The micropalaeontological analyses revealed that the rocks 
forming the chaotic deposits represent the latest Cretaceous to 
Early Miocene time interval. The character and taxonomical 
composition of the latest Cretaceous-Paleocene mainly agglu­
tinated assemblages are typical of the Ropianka Formation. 
The Early-Middle Eocene agglutinated foraminifera are com­
mon in the Łabowa Shale Formation. Both of these assemt 
blages represent a characteristic flysch-type, deep-waterfauna 
pointing to the deposition at considerable depth below the local 
CCD. The Middle-Late Eocene and latest Eocene/Early Oligo- 
cene calcareous benthic and planktonic foraminifera might 
have derived from marly, pe i agic sed i ments that accumu i ated
on the slopes above the local CCD. However, Late Eocene cal­
careous foraminiferal taxa are also present in smaller amounts 
in the flysch depos its of the Magura Nappe such as the Sub- 
Magura Beds (Malata, 2002). The Oligocene foraminifera, 
though considerably impoverished, consist of taxa commonly 
occurring in the Menilite-Krosno succession ofthe middle group 
of units in the Outer Carpathians (Olszewska, 1982; Garecka 
and Olszewska, 1998). The identified Miocene taxa, apart from 
Globigerinoides quadrilobatus, are also known from the upper 
part of the Krosno Beds as well as from the Gorlice Beds 
(Olszewska in: Jankowski, 2000).
Based on the results of the micropalaeontological analyses, 
age determination and the character of clasts (see Table 1 ) the 
potential lithostratigraphic units ofthe source material as well as 
the type of chaotic rock body, recognized in the core maierial 
are indicated in Table 2. There is a good correlation beiween 
the type of chaotic depos its and the microfaunal content result­
ing from the character of depos its included.
The broken formation (i.e. type BrFm1), drilled in the west­
ern and ceni ral part of the pen i nsula (Fig. 10) and exposed in 
the Siary Stream section, is exclusively composed of Krosno 
type mate rial from the upper part of the Silesian succession. 
BrFm2 includes rocks be i ong i ng only to the Ropianka Forma­
tion of the Magura succession. Such rocks are also the main 
component of the Me1, which subordinately contains the varie­
gated shales of the Łabowa Formation and possibly some 
sandstone fragments from the Krosno Beds. Mélange of the 
Me2-type, found within the “Harklowa pen i nsula”, both in the 
field (Libuszanka Stream) and in the boreholes, displays the 
most complex composition. Rock fragments and argillaceous 
material o fthe  Ropianka and Łabowa formations constitute its
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Fig. 14. SEM images of selected benthic foram inifera from chaotic deposits of the Gorlice area (scale bars 200 pm)
A -  Am m odiscus la tus  Grzybowski, sample W19, 12.4 m; B -  Annectina grzybowskii (Jurkiewicz), sample W21, 8.0 m; C -  
Rzehakina epigona (Rzehak), sample W21, 8.0 m; D -  Rzehakina fissistomata  (Grzybowski), sample W3, 6.0 m; E -  Rzehakina m in­
ima  Cushman and Renz, sample W 21, 8.0 m; F -  Caudammina excelsa (Dylążanka), sample W 21, 7.2 m; G -  Caudammina gigantea 
(Geroch), sample W19, 5 .5 -6 .0  m; H -  Caudammina ovula (Grzybowski), sample W21, 8.0 m; I -  Reophax p ilu life r Brady, sample 
W19, 12.4 m; J -  Spiroplectammina dentata (Alth), sample W3, 0.5 m; K -  Spiroplectammina spectabilis  (Grzybowski), sample W3, 
0.5 m; L -  Reticulophragmium amplectens (Grzybowski), sample W19, 12.4 m; M -  Remesella varians (Glaessner), sample W3, 
8.0 m; N -  Bolivina  cf. scalprata Schwager, sample W18, 5.5 m; O -  Hofkeruva sp., sample W4, 10.0 m; P -  Uvigerina longistriata  
Perconig, sample W4, 10.0 m
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Fig. 15. SEM images and light photomicrographs of selected benthic and planktonic foraminifera 
from chaotic deposits o f the Gorlice area (scale bars 200 pm)
A -  Angulogerina  cf. angulosa (W illiamson), sample W18, 4 .15-4 .5  m; B , C -  Siphonina reticulata  (Czjzek), sample W4, 10.0 m; D -
Pullenia bulloides  (d'Orbigny), sample W4, 10.0 m; E -  Anom alinoides  sp., sample W19, 12.4 m; F -  Pararotalia lithothamnica  (Uhlig), 
sample W4, 10.0 m; G -  Globotruncanita stuartiform is  (Dalbiez), sample W21, 8.0 m; H -  Rotalipora sp., sample W21, 8.0 m; I -  
Subbotina velascoensis (Cushman), sample W4, 2.9 m; J -  Subbotina cf. patagonica  (Todd and Kniker), sample W4, 2.9 m; K -
Subbotina cf. patagonica  (Todd and Kniker), sample W17, 5.7 m; L -  Turborotalia ampliapertura (Bolli), sample W17, 5.7 m; M -
Acarinina bullbrooki (Bolli), sample W4, 10.0 m; N -  Subbotina corpulenta (Subbotina), sample W4, 10.0 m; O -  Subbotina cf. 
angiporoides (Hornibrook), sample W17, 5.7 m; P -  Tenuitella liverovskae  (Bykova), sample W17, 5.7 m
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Fig. 16. SEM images and light photomicrographs of selected planktonic foram inifera from chaotic deposits
of the Gorlice area (scale bars 200 pm)
A -  Globigerina ouachitaensis Howe and W allace, sample W4, 10.0 m; B -  Globigerina praebullo ides  Blow, sample W5, 9.5 m; C -  
Tenuitellinata ciperoensis (Bolli), sample W4, 10.0 m; D -  Tenuitellinata ciperoensis (Bolli), sample W17, 5.7 m; E -  Tenuitella sp., sam­
ple W20, 4.5 m; F -  Tenuitellinata sp., sample W17, 5.7 m; G -  Globigerina bulloides d'Orbigny, sample W17, 5.7 m; H -  Globigerinoides 
cf. primordius Blow and Banner, sample W4, 10.0 m; I -  Globoturborotalia  cf. woodi (Jenkins), sample W4, 10.0 m; J -L  -  Globigerinoides 
quadrilobatus (d'Orbigny), sample W17, 5.7 m
main components. Facially, these components correspond to 
the marginal part of the Magura Unit. The other maierial that 
can be attributed to the Magura succession, is represented by 
clasts of glauconitic sandstones. Most probably they are de­
rived from the Wątkowa Sandstones of the Magura Beds. 
Within such material some elements of the Silesian succession 
and/or Fore-Magura facies zone are also incorporated. The lat­
ter case seems to be more probable as several workers empha­
sised the simi I arity of the rocks build i ng both, the “Harklowa 
pen i nsula” and outl iers situated north of it, to those of the 
Fore-Magura group (Szymakowska, 1966, 1976; Koszarski and 
Koszarski, 1985; Jankowski, 2007). These elements are repre­
sented by the Oligocene sandstones and shales of the Krosno 
type. There are also Eocene depos Its that resemble the Hiero­
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Fig. 17. Conceptual model showing emplacement within accretionary  
com plex and spatial relationships of defined herein mélanges 
and broken formations (not to scale)
glyphic Beds, but their origin is unclear. An assump­
tion of the Fore-Magura or i gin of this mate rial is 
supported by the occurrence of marly matrix and 
calcareous foraminifera in some of the borehole 
samples. As mentioned before, such material could 
have been depos ited and orig i nally formed in shal­
lower zones, such as that of the supposed Fore- 
Magura sedimentation zone (Cieszkowski, 2002).
The presence of a dark grey to black matrix (Fig.
13B) may also be an indirect indicator of the Fore- 
Magura provenance of the mélange depos its.
The results of drillings presented herein contrib­
ute new information about the geological character 
of the “Harklowa pen i nsula”, whose depos its are ex­
posed only in fragments, therefore vari ous interpre- 
tat ions have been proposed. Block in mat rix struc­
ture and considerable mix i ng of the drilled depos its, in terms of 
both their lit hology and age, support the opini on that the peni n- 
sula is built of chaotic rock body (Jankowski, 1997a, 2007).
According to Jankowski (2007), chaotic rocks ofvarious ori­
gins (tectonic and sedimentary) are quite common in the 
Gorlice region. They are presented on the maps as one, non­
differentiated unit ofthe Gorlice Beds (Kopciowski etal., 1997a, 
b; Jankowski et al., 2004). Our studies allowed us to distinguish 
four types of chaotic depos its accord i ng to the lithology of their 
components and de format ion style. As a result it enables the 
recognition of the processes that led to straial disruption and 
emplacement ofthe deposits:
-  BrFm1 exposed in the Siary Stream section is, in our opin­
ion, an effect of subma rine slump i ng/slid i ng of poorly-lithified 
sediments, thus it can be regarded as an olistostrome. Such or­
igin is indicated by the internal structure of the BrFm1 body, i.e. 
the occurrence of slump folds and their alignment parallel to the 
bedding surface, completely random orientation of smaller 
blocks and lack of scaly fabric in the matrix, together with con­
formable coniacts of the body with the underlyi ng coherent 
strata and interbedding with packets of turbidite layers (e.g., 
Hsü, 1968; Jacobi, 1984; Lash, 1987; Fesia et al., 2010a; 
Ogata et al., 2012).
-  Me1 and BrFm2 form a genet ically re i ated continuum of 
disrupted rocks. The intensity of deformation diminishes gradu­
ally from the north to the south, starting from typical 
block-in-matrix deposits through units with original bedding 
partly preserved to coherent sedimentary layers. The origin of 
Me1 and BrFm2 as a result of tectonic deformation is man i- 
fested by their structure, especially a structurally ordered 
block- i n-matrix fabric, which is thought to be a defin i ng charac- 
teri s ic  of tectonic mélanges (e.g., Onishi and Kimura, 1995; 
Osozawa et al., 2009). Moreover, boudinaged sandstones or 
pinch-and-swell structures, occurring mainly within BrFm2, and 
strong alignment of the elongated clasts of Me1 paral i el to the 
regional thrust, can be regarded as the diagnostic feaiures of 
tectonic strain (e.g., Bettelli and Vannucch, 2003; Codegone et 
al., 2012a; Festa et al., 2012, 2013).
-  Struciurally the Me2 is very sim i i ar to BrFm1, exhib it i ng a 
blocks in mairix fab ric with very diversified block sizes, slump 
folds, and a brecciated texture of the matrix, therefore we inter­
pret it as a result of gravitational displacement of sed i ments. As 
suggested by Jankowski (2007), slumping or debris flow mecha­
nisms are proposed to explain the ori gin of Me2.
Formation of all defined herein types of mélange and broken 
format ion could have been connected with the development of 
an accretionary wedge within the Magura area. Their emplace­
ment is re iated to different structural positions within the wedge. 
Festa et al. (2010a, b) proposed a classification of mélanges and 
presented models of their tectonic setting. In our simplified
model, which refers to one of the models included in the above­
mentioned papers, the tectonic position of defined types of cha­
otic rocks is depicted (Fig. 17).
In BrFm1 the composition of blocks is monomictic, suggest­
ing only local and intra-formational downslope remobilization of 
sedi ments. The BrFm1 was formed at the southern slopes of 
the Silesian Basin, before the accretionary wedge entered the 
basin. An occurrence of several layers or lenses of BrFm1 
within the uppermost part of the Krosno Beds may be a re­
sponse to the respective phases of wedge evo i ution within the 
Magura area. Large earthquakes and/or initial faulti ng of the 
southern slopes of the Silesian Basin, re l ated to the advanc i ng 
accretionary wedge, seems to be the most probable triggeri ng 
mechanisms causing slope instability and mass transport 
movements (Festa et al., 2010a). BrFm1 represents the olisto­
strome, which directly predates the time when the accretionary 
wedge reached the margins of the Silesian Basin. Codegone et 
al. (2012b) described a simi l ar type of broken format ion in the 
fine-grained turbidite succession from the Central Appalachians 
that was induced by early tectonic pulses related to the advanc­
ing accretionary wedge. Although, the age is not supported by 
microfossil analyses as three samples from BrFm1 (Fig. 4) d id 
not yield any data, on the basis of ages obtained from Me2 de­
pos its and other data (e.g., Oszczypko, 2006), it can be con­
cluded that BrFm1 was formed duri ng the Late Oligocene near 
the Oligocene/Miocene boundary.
Me2 in the “Harklowa pen i nsula” area also rep resents an 
olistostrome but its composi tion and the age of mat rix suggest 
that it was formed after the Magura Nappe reached the southern 
parts of the Silesian Basin. Accord i ng to obiained micropalaeo­
ntological data this could have happened at the Aqui- 
tanian/Burdigalian boundary, which is consistent with the data 
presented by Oszczypko (2006). Me2 represents a mass-wast­
ing body, emplaced at the front of an advanc ing accretionary 
wedge, therefore it is composed mainly of material bel ongi ng to 
different formations ofthe Magura Nappe, which in the Early Mio­
cene formed the northern margins of the wedge. Me2 corre­
sponds to the precursory olistostrome in Festa et al. (2010a, b) 
classification, which in turn is a type of sub-nappe mélanges. 
Among factors conirol l ing the formation of such types of méla­
nges, Fesia et al. (2010a) singled out earthquakes on active 
margins, oversteeping slope angles, thrusting, and duplexing. 
Jankowski (2007) proposed a hypothesis of slumpi ng from an 
act ive slope or from an act ive fault scar in order to explain the 
emplacement of the “Harklowa peninsula” deposits. According to 
Fesia et al. (2013) both the fault activity and the slope over­
steeping re i ated to migration of the wedge front, could represent 
potential triggering mechanisms for slope instability. These 
mechanisms are very likely to induce the sed i ment failure that 
formed Me2.
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T a b l e  2





Ages (based on foram inifera) Lithostratigraphic composition o f recovered deposits
Type of chaotic 
rock-body
W1 2.0 m at least Oligocene Krosno Beds BrFml
W2
5.0 m latest Eocene-Early Oligocene
Krosno Beds
BrFml
6.5 m Early Oligocene
W3
0.5 m Paleocene
Ropianka Fm. + Łabowa Fm.
6.0 m Paleocene
8.0 m Maastrichtian/Paleocene Ropianka Fm.
Me2
W4
2.9 m Paleocene + Middle Eocene Ropianka Fm. + Łabowa Fm.
5.0 m Early Eocene + younger elements Łabowa Fm. + ?
10.0 m
Middle Eocene + Late Eocene/Early 
Oligocene + Oligocene + Miocene 
(Early-? Middle)
Sub-Magura Beds*+ Krosno Beds 
+ matrix of Me2 Me2
W5 9.5 m not younger than Middle Eocene Łabowa Fm. Me2
W6 8.0 m latest Cretaceous/Paleocene Ropianka Fm. and vari egated shales within formation or Łabowa Fm. Me2
W7 9.5 m latest Cretaceous/Paleocene + Middle Eocene Ropianka Fm. + Łabowa Fm. Me2
W10 6.5 m Early-?M iddle Eocene ?Hieroglyphic Beds Me2
W17 5.7 m
Late Eocene + Late Eocene- 
Early Oligocene + Oligocene + Miocene 
(Early-?M iddle)
Sub-Magura Beds* + Krosno Beds 
+ matrix of Me2 Me2
W18
3.5 m Eocene + at least Oligocene





4.15-4.5  m at least Oligocene
5.5 m at least Oligocene
W19
3.0 m Late Cretaceous + Paleocene + Middle Eocene
Ropianka Fm. + Łabowa Formation + 
Krosno Beds
Me2
4.5 m Late Cretaceous + Paleocene + Eocene
5 .5 -6 .0  m
Late Cam panian-M aastrichtian + 
Paleocene/Early Eocene + Middle Eocene 
+ at least Oligocene
9.0 m Paleocene + Early/Middle Eocene
10.9 m Paleocene + Middle Eocene + at least Oligocene
12.4 m Paleocene + Middle/Late Eocene + at least Oligocene Me2
W20




3.0 m at least Oligocene
4.5 m at least Oligocene
6.5 m at least Oligocene
W21
2.5 m Paleocene + Middle Eocene




6.0 m Paleocene + Early Eocene
7.2 m Paleocene + Middle Eocene
8.0 m
Albian/Cenomanian + Later 
Santonian-Maastrichtian + Paleocene 
+ Middle Eocene
10.0 m Paleocene + Middle Eocene
W22
2.5 m Middle Eocene
Hieroglyphic Beds (undisturbed 
deposits o f the Silesian Nappe)
4.0 m Middle Eocene
5.5 m Middle Eocene
8.0 m Middle Eocene
9.0 m Middle Eocene
S1 out crop sam ple Paleocene Ropianka Fm. Me2
S2 out crop sam ple Late Cretaceous-Eocene Ropianka Fm. + Łabowa Fm. Me2
*Sub-Magura Beds -  depos i ts o f the Siary Subunit which occur between the Łabowa Shale Fm. and Wątkowa Sandstone member o f the 
Magura Fm.
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The depos its within the pen i nsula are mostly the result of 
collapse of the Magura wedge front and emplacement of exotic 
material into the Silesian Basin, but they also include intrai 
basinal Silesian sediments that are indicated by the occurrence 
of Krosno-type chaotic rocks (BrFm1, Fig. 10). The association 
of exotic and intrabasinal blocks in a precursory olistostrome is 
described by Lucente and Pini (2003, 2008) and Codegone et 
al. (2012a). Although, it cannot be excluded that the two bore­
holes with the Krosno type breccia, situated west of the pen i n- 
sula (Fig. 10), may represent rather a tectonic breccia than a 
part of the pen i nsula mélange. This breccia would have been 
connected with a fault system coniin i ng the pen i nsula to the 
west that was inferred from our mapping work. A similar fault is 
also depicted in the maps of Jankowski et al. (2004) and 
Jankowski (2007). Small breccias at fault zones within the 
Krosno Beds can also be observed in the outcrops along 
Libuszanka Stream. Sandstones, drilled in the ceniral part of 
the peninsula, may in turn represent the slipped blocks or single 
block of Magura provenance (the Wątkowa type sandstones), 
thus they form a huge olistolith embedded in the brecciated ma­
trix of Me2. Formation of the Me2 took place in the Early Mio­
cene as indicated by our micropalaeontological data and the 
ones presented in the literature (Olszewska and Szyma- 
kowska, 1984; Jankowski, 2000).
The structural feaiures characteriz i ng Me1 and BrFm2 and 
their actual emplacement al iows us to classify them as tectonic 
ones formed at the base of the Magura thrust. Thus, they corre­
spond to tectonic mélanges at the base of a nappe in the subdivi­
sion of Festa et al. (2010a, b). Thrust i ng was the main mecha­
nism induci ng the straial disrupton. Me1 and BrFm2 were pro­
duced through layer-parallel extension/contraction at the wedge 
front of the accretionary complex (cf. Codegone et al., 2012a).
CONCLUSIONS
We presented new data obtained from geological mapping, 
drilling of shallow boreholes and detailed micropalaeontological 
analyses that enabled better understanding of geological his­
tory of the borderi ng zone beiween the Magura and Silesian 
nappes, east from Gorlice in the Pol i sh Carpathians. The geol­
ogy of this zone, includ i ng the so-called “Harklowa peninsula”, 
was variously interpreted, i.e. as apa rto f the Magura Nappe, or 
as remnants of separate Jasło Nappe, or as a chaotic rock body 
of sed i mentary and/or tectonic or i gin. Our data support the last 
interpretation, i.e. occurrence ofdisrupted bodyofrocks atthe 
front of the Magura Nappe.
Detailed stud i es revealed presence of different types of 
mélange and broken formation in the area in question. Recog­
nition of their geological character, the processes involved in 
their origin and spatial-temporal relationships between them, al­
lowed for interpretei ion of the last evo l ui ionary stages of both 
the Magura accretionary complex and the Silesian Basin:
-  small-scale broken format ion (BrFm l), that forms thick 
intervals within the uppermost part of turbidite Krosno succes­
sion, may be indirectly re lated to advanci ng accretionary 
wedge from the south. BrFml was probably formed in ret 
sponse to tectonic movements within the Magura area and 
predated the time Magura wedge reached the southern mar­
gins of the Silesian Basin. This broken formation is thought to 
developed at the Late Oligocene, although no micropalaeon­
tological data were obtained;
-  mélange building the “Harklowa peninsula” (defined here­
in as Me2) is in turn directly related to development of the accre­
tionary wedge. It records the time when folded and up l ifted de­
pos its of the Magura succession formed the southern, active 
slope of the Silesian Basin. Along the slope slump i ng occurred 
and as a result sed i ments of chaotic structure were depos ited 
within the basin, coveri ng the Krosno Beds. This mélange rep­
resents the final stage of the Silesian Basin evo i uton that ac­
cording to micropalaeontological data dates back to the Early 
Mio cene;
-  coninuum of the Inoceramian type rocks start i ng from 
bedded succession through a gradual transiton to broken for- 
maton (BrFm2), and finally to strongly deformed block-in-ma- 
trix ariangement (Me1) rep iesents a tectonic dis mpted body 
that was formed at the base of the Magura Nappe.
As regards the aspect of our study, it revealed that in a 
poorly outcropped area covered by vegetation, like the studied 
one, shallow exploration boreholes and micropalaeontological 
analyses can be a powerful tool in mélanges and broken for­
mation recognition and interpretation of their origin. The bore­
holes drilled within the “Harklowa peninsula” showed first of all 
that it consists of mélange, secondly an internal struciure of 
the mélange, i.e. occurrence of sandstone olistolith embedded 
in block-in-matrix material. Micropalaeontological study be­
sides age data, can provide with important information helpful 
in differentiation between mélange and broken formation, es­
pecially when in mélange exotic blocks lithologically resemble 
its matrix.
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